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Abstract. We describe Flex-GP, which we believe to be the ﬁrst largescale genetic programming cloud computing system. We took advantage
of existing software and selected a socket-based, client-server architecture
and an island-based distribution model. We developed core components
required for deployment on Amazon’s EC2. Scaling the system to hundreds of nodes presented several unexpected challenges and required the
development of software for automatically managing deployment, reporting, and error handling. The system’s performance was evaluated on two
metrics, performance and speed, on a diﬃcult symbolic regression problem. Our largest successful Flex-GP runs reached 350 nodes and taught
us valuable lessons for the next phase of scaling.

1

Introduction

Cloud computing has emerged as a new paradigm for commercial, scientiﬁc, and
engineering computation. A cloud allows an organization to own or rent eﬃcient,
pooled computer systems instead of acquiring multiple, isolated, large computer
systems each commissioned and assigned to particular internal projects [1, 6].
Cloud computing has substantial advantages. First, it oﬀers elasticity. Elasticity allows a software application to use as much computational resources as it
needs, when it wants. A cloud also oﬀers redundancy. If a server fails, a replacement is swiftly available from the resource pool. However it cannot be automatically incorporated into a long-running computation unless the computation is
designed to allow this. A cloud also oﬀers higher utilization. Utilization refers to
the amount of time a pool of resources is in use rather than idle.
For evolutionary algorithms (EA) researchers, the cloud represents both a
huge opportunity and a great challenge. Parallelization has been well-studied
in the context of EAs, and has been shown to aﬀect population dynamics and
diversity, and to improve performance. With the cloud we can aim to run parallel
evolutionary algorithms at a scale never before seen, but we must ﬁrst make our
algorithms and implementations cloud-ready.
In the long term we envisage novel refactoring and rethinking of genetic programming (GP) as the cornerstone of a massively scalable cloud-based evolutionary machine learning system. Our immediate goal is to design, implement,
deploy and test a cloud-based GP system, which we call Flex-GP.
In this paper, we adopt an island based parallelization model with communication via sockets, and choose Amazon’s EC2 as a computational substrate.
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We choose symbolic regression as an application. We start modestly with a few
nodes and scale to tens and then hundreds of nodes. We encounter some unexpected challanges but achieve parallelization of GP up to 350 islands.
In Sect. 2, we begin with a discussion of related work on the parallelization
and scaling of EAs. Sect. 3 brieﬂy describes the elastic compute resource provided by Amazon. In Sect. 4 we present the strategies we employed to scale the
algorithm and the challenges that arose. We then present a benchmark problem
and experimental results in Sect. 5. We present our conclusions and future work
in Sect. 6.

2

Related Work

The simplest EC parallelization models are the independent parallel runs
model and the master-slave ﬁtness evaluation model. Both are useful in some
circumstances. Our research interest is in a diﬀerent model, the island model.
Multiple populations or islands run independently and asynchronously, with infrequent migration of good individuals between islands. The island model has
been studied extensively, with surveys by Cantú-Paz [2] and Tomassini [8].
The topology of an island model may be visualised as a network of nodes
(each representing a population) and directed edges (representing migration).
Island models typically depend on a centralised algorithm to impose the desired
neighbourhood structure. Decentralised algorithms have also been studied, where
the network structure emerges in a peer-to-peer or bottom-up fashion [4].
Island models may be expected to deliver performance beneﬁts over singlemachine EC, due to their larger total populations. As demonstrated by
Tomassini [8], island models can in fact do even better. This happens chieﬂy
because a structured population can avoid premature convergence on just one
area of the search space. Vanneschi [9] (p. 199) notes that for each problem there
is a population size limit beyond which increases are not beneﬁcial. Tomassini
found that isolated populations have an advantage in performance over single
large populations, where total population size is 2500, and that communicating
islands have an advantage over multiple isolated ones.
A key opportunity in cloud computing is its massive scale. Most existing
research in island model evolutionary algorithms has not used very large numbers
of nodes. A typical value in previous experiments is between 5 and 10 nodes [8,9].
Although we note that each of these projects are now quite old, few speciﬁc nodecounts are available in the recent literature. The most important exception is
the 1000-node cluster used by Koza [7] (p. 95).
The Hadoop implementation [http://hadoop.apache.org/] of the MapReduce framework [3] has been used for genetic algorithms [10]. We started from
ECJ [5] which is a EC system written in Java. It includes an island model framework which uses sockets for communication in a master-slave arrangement. ECJ
is more ﬂexible than MapReduce and can avoid its requirement for a master
node which represents a single point of failure and a synchronisation bottleneck;
it is actively maintained; and it oﬀers an easy-to-use, but limited, island model.
Therefore ECJ was selected for our work.
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Deploying Flex-GP

We chose to use the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), a versatile cloud
computing service. EC2 provides a simple abstraction: the user is granted as
many instances (VMs) as needed, but no access to the underlying host machines.
Instances can vary in size, with the smallest costing as little as $0.02 per hour.
Users can request instances immediately, reserve instances for a set time period,
or bid against the current spot price. An instance’s software is speciﬁed by a VM
image called an Amazon Machine Image (AMI). Amazon provides a selection of
oﬀ-the-shelf AMIs and also allows the deﬁnition of custom images. We found
the default Amazon Linux AMI to be a suitable platform for our system. We
initially chose to use the cheapest instance size, micro, on an immediate-request
basis. However, micro instances are intermittently allocated more processing
power for short periods. To more clearly analyze the performance of our system,
we transitioned to small sized instances, which are granted a ﬁxed amount of
processing power.
Table 1. Notations
Name
Notation
Island q
Iq
Number of Neighbors
Nn
Number of islands
Q
Number of instances
n
IP address of the node i
IPi
Neighbor Destinations
Ndn
Time out for replacing instance
To

As described in Sect. 2, we chose to use ECJ’s island model. It uses a clientserver architecture, where each client hosts one island, and a sole server is responsible for setting up the topology, starting and halting computation. In ECJ’s
oﬀ-the-shelf island models, one of the clients doubles up as the server. We chose
to conﬁgure a separate server with an eye to scaling. Algorithm 1 presents the
pseudocode for the n-island model. Parameters like migration size, Ms , rate, Fm ,
start generation SG are provided by the user.
Each island consists of two Java threads, as shown in Fig. 1. The ﬁrst is the
main thread, which performs evolutionary computation and periodically sends
packets of emigrants to neighboring islands. The second acts as a mailbox, and
is responsible for receiving packets of incoming immigrants. The main thread
periodically fetches newly arrived individuals from the mailbox and mixes them
into the population. Note that this architecture implies that if a node crashes,
those nodes to which it sends will not be aﬀected, nor will those which send to
it. Although the topology of the network will be damaged, all other nodes will
continue calculations. This is a limited form of robustness.
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Algorithm 1. The socket based n-island model
1. Pre-process: Create the necessary params ﬁles
2. Initialization
for d = 0 to n do
Initialize Id
if d = 0 then
IPs ← IPd
end if
if d = 0 then
Recv Id (IPs )
Send I0 (IPd )
end if
end for
3. Set up communications
if d = 0 then
for d = 1 to n do
id
, IPdn ).
Send neighborhood information: Send Id (Nn , Ndn , Ndn
Send Migration parameters: Send Id (Ms , Fm , SG).
Send GP parameters: Send Id (psize, ngens).
end for
end if
4. Start computation
if d = 0 then
for d = 1 to n do
Instructs Id to start computation
end for
end if
5. Stopping computation
if d = 0 then
while Id did not receive stop signal do
Send I0 (Oi ) where Oi is the ﬁtness at the end of ith generation.
end while
end if
if d = 0 then
Recv(Oi )
if Oi ≥ Od then
for d = 1 to n do
Send Id (stop signal )
end for
end if
end if
The server and all islands have exited
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Fig. 1. An ECJ island consists of multiple processes (left). The three-island model on
EC2 (right).

4

Scaling Flex-GP

As we proceeded from an initial run towards large numbers of islands, new issues
emerged. We present our progress as a series of milestones: Q = 3, Q = 20,
Q = 100 and ﬁnally Q = 350 islands. In this section our aim is only to consider
scaling, and so the details of the problem and the ﬁtness values are achieved are
not reported. For completeness, we note that the experimental setup was the
same as that in Sect. 5.
Milestone 1: Three Islands. Our initial goal was a proof of concept. We
manually constructed a three-island ring topology on three EC2 instances, with
the server hosted on a fourth. This enabled us to understand the steps involved
in launching, starting and running a basic island-based GP system on EC2. We
found that three key ECJ components were easy to use and ready to run on
EC2: socket based communication, an evolutionary loop, and experiment setup.
The three-island model ran successfully.
Milestone 2: 20 Islands. As soon as more than three islands were required, the
overhead required to manually start each island as above became unachievable.
We automated the instance requests using EC2’s Python API, boto. We avoided
the transfer of ﬁles by creating a custom AMI containing our code-base. With
this setup we achieved the 20-island milestone.
Milestone 3: 100 Islands. During the next phase of scaling, several more
issues became apparent.
Instance boot was both unreliable (about 1 in 250 requested nodes simply fails
to start) and highly variable in the time required (from 15 seconds to several minutes). The time required for instance network connection was also variable, up to
30 seconds. Since the ECJ island computation does not begin until all islands have
reported successful startup, it was therefore essential to provide monitoring and
dynamic control of instance startup. In Algorithm 2 we present a dynamic
launch monitor and control process. It has two parameters, the wait time α and
the time for timeout, To . All EC2 interfaces have latency of a few seconds, so α
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must be long enough to allow for that. We set To as the mean time required for
an instance to launch and connect. Its main function is to make instance requests
and take account of requests which are apparently failing.

Algorithm 2. Dynamic logic for instance startup
Generate a cloneable image C
d←0
while d ≤ n do
Request an instance of C via Boto
while To = γ do
if Instance is running according to API then
if Instance is connected then
d←d+1
To ← γ
else
wait for α
To ← To + α
end if
else
wait for α
To ← To + α
end if
end while
end while

Even after an instance is correctly created, a variety of problems can occur
at runtime, including software and conﬁguration bugs, network problems, and
other unknown errors. Error tolerance and reporting is essential. To better
handle debugging and post-run analysis we ﬁrst coded these messages. Once we
resorted to a coded catalogue/dictionary for errors, it enabled us to incorporate
more log messages throughout our code-base. The coding of messages helped to
reduce the bandwidth when transferring logs from the islands.
Milestone 4: 350 Islands. Amazon limits new EC2 users to 20 concurrent
instances. Requests for increases may be placed and are usually fulﬁlled incrementally some days later. After several requests our limit stands at 400 instances.
Our next goal was to approach this limit. The main questions to be considered
were: would the socket-based model withstand communication among hundreds
of islands? Would the fact that the server is a single point of failure prove problematic?
At this level, two major augmentations were required. We added an additional dedicated instance as a monitoring/log server. To do so, we added a
LogServer, supported by the Twisted open source Python networking engine.
The LogServer’s role was to aggregate and display information about the current
status of computation across the network. Two types of information were transmitted to the LogServer : performance and migration tracking. In our larger tests
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we inadvertently “stress tested” the capacity of this server. During benchmarks
with 350 islands, the LogServer received and recorded almost 100, 000 lines of
text over several minutes, successfully receiving 100% of incoming messages.

Fig. 2. The 350-Island System

We also wished to take advantage of our large limit of 400 instances by running
multiple tests simultaneously, for example almost the entirety of the 1, 2, 4,
16, 128 and 256 island runs mentioned in the next section. We introduce the
concept of a bucket, that is a set of nodes allocated to a single task. We added a
ResourceManager to manage instances and buckets, consisting of the following
components: a Connection class which communicates with EC2; a list of free
instances; and a set of buckets to which the free instances can be allocated. Each
test run requires one bucket. Managing multiple buckets in the ResourceManager
means that multiple tests can be run simultaneously. The ResourceManager
favoured the serial re-use of buckets to minimise setup time.

5

Experimental Setup

Our next goal was to evaluate our system. The benchmark was a two-variable
symbolic regression problem taken from [11]. The aim is to match training data
produced from a known target function,
2

e−(x−1)
f (x, y) =
1.2 + (y − 2.5)2
The training data was 100 points randomly generated in the interval (x, y) ∈
[0.3, 4], with a diﬀerent set of points being generated for each island. No separate testing phase was run. Fitness was deﬁned as the mean error over the
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training points. The function set was {x, y, +, ∗, −, %, pow, exp, square}, where
% indicates protected division (if the denominator is zero, 1 is returned).
The population was initialised using the ramped half-and-half algorithm, with
minimum depth 2 and maximum depth 6. Tournament selection was used with
tournament size 7. Subtree crossover, biased 90/10 in favour of internal nodes,
was used with probability 0.9, and reproduction with probability 0.1. No mutation was used, nor was elitism. The maximum tree depth was 17. The population
size at each island was 3000 and the number of generations was 100. The island
topology used was a non-toroidal four-neighbor grid. Each island was conﬁgured
to send 40 emigrants to its destination neighbors every four generations. We
ran the benchmark on 1, 2, 4, 16, 64, 128 and 256 islands. For each of these
cases we conducted at least 10 runs.We evaluated benchmark performance on
two metrics, accuracy and time.
Accuracy is the best ﬁtness achieved, i.e. 1/(1 + e) where e is the mean
squared error on our benchmark problem. In Fig. 3 we show the improvement in
accuracy of the system as a function of number of islands. We plot the average
ﬁtness achieved at the end of each generation. We average this number over 10
independent runs. This is shown in Figure 3(right). Fitness generally improves
as we add more resources. However, as we add more resources the gain in ﬁtness
achieved at the end of 100 generations reduces. For example, the biggest gain
in ﬁtness is achieved when we go from 1-island model to 4-islands and the least
gain is achieved when we use 256 instead of 128 islands. In the experiment only
the number of islands was varied, and all other parameters left ﬁxed. The larger
trials thus had a lower relative degree of information ﬂow between islands, which
may have impaired performance. Finally it is possible that this result reﬂects
Vanneschi’s ﬁnding that for any problem, there is a limit to total population
size beyond which performance does not increase and can even be impaired [9]
(p. 199). We also show the variance in the best ﬁtness at the hundred generations
for multiple runs as a box plot in Figure 3(left). It is interesting to note that
the variance in the best ﬁtness achieved signiﬁcantly reduces as we add more
resources.
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Fig. 3. Results achieved on a benchmark symbolic regression problem
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Time is measured as achieving this higher accuracy in the same amount of
time that would be used on a single machine. We measure both communications
and infrastructure setup time and total compute time, with results as shown
in Fig. 4. We plot four diﬀerent times. First one is the initialization of the
LogServer. The second is the time taken by our system to set up monitors, and
the third is the time taken by the evolutionary server to set up islands and the
communications. Both these times see an increase in time from 1̃0 seconds to
1̃80 seconds. Finally we show the actual computation time of the islands. Even
though we add 255 nodes the compute time only increases by a factor of 3̃.

Fig. 4. Time taken by the server to set up island infrastructure and topology for
communications

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have described development of Flex-GP, which we believe to
be the ﬁrst large-scale cloud GP implementation. This is timely and is made
possible by the advances made in virtualization and cloud infrastructure. We
chose the Amazon EC2 cloud service. From several pre-existing software packages, we chose ECJ which provides a simple oﬀ-the-shelf island model with socket
communication. We made each island a separate EC2 instance.
In order to scale up to 350 islands we had to develop many additional software
features including cloning, dynamic launch, and a LogServer. We made use of
some publicly available open source tools like twisted, boto, nmap. We encountered and overcame several problems during scaling. We were able to identify
when certain features become critical: for example, automatic launch via cloning
becomes necessary for island numbers above 5.
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Our success is demonstrated through Flex-GP performance on a benchmark
problem. Increased resources improve performance, with some cost in time.
Our next goal is to scale Flex-GP to at least 1000 islands. From experience
in scaling to 350, we expect to require a number of additional infrastructural
features such as distributed startup, visualization tools and no single point of
failure. We also aim to modify the Flex-GP island model to introduce features
of elasticity (add or remove instances when needed) resiliency (gracefully handle node failures). After achieving these we aim to examine other distribution
models.
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